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Learn about the Egyptian civilization like you're actually there! That's the magic of carefully selected

images that appropriately depict life way back then. Pictures tell a thousand stories therefore

making learning a fun and visual experience. This book is the perfect companion of those

text-heavy books used at school. Grab a copy of this interactive book today!
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This book Ã¢Â€Âœ3rd Grade History: The Egyptian Civilization: Egyptian Books for KidsÃ¢Â€Â•, is

part of the series collection for 3rd Grade ChildrenÃ¢Â€Â™s Ancient History Series published by

Speedy Publishing. This is a picture book with short references for each photograph or picture

based on the idea that a child will easy remember the concept by just looking into the picture related

to that concept taught.An excellent publication addressed to small children that can be used for

teaching purposes and as a source to share a good lecture with your kids. This book is about

Ancient History of Egypt throughout enriching the knowledge for any reader, then it contains

amazing full color, high detailed, photographs/pictures about Egypt, a civilization located at ancient

Northeastern Africa, concentrated along the lower reaches of the Nile River in what is now the



modern country of Egypt.This ancient history has shown that the first pharaoh of Egypt, Memes,

united the Upper and Lower parts of Egypt into a single civilization. Ancient Egypt was grouped into

three major kingdoms called the Old Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom. During

the Old Kingdom, many pyramids were built; during the Middle Kingdom, Egypt was ruled by a

single government and Pharaoh; and, during the New Kingdom, was the Golden Age of this

civilization. Writing was one great achievement among many others by the Ancient Egypt

civilization.As this book has beautiful, full colored, high detailed, photographs/pictures you may want

to share with your kids and/or students as they can serve as point for further discussions or a way to

develop language skill by promoting the children to express themselves about what they see and

understand by looking at the photograph or picture.

I love the book. The best part about this book are the stunning photos that it has! It is rare to find

e-books with such high quality photos. I think it would be great to have text on all of the pages of the

book. It would also be good to know what some of the places that are shown in photos are. Maybe a

3rd grader wouldn't care much, but this is just what is normally done, and I haven't noticed

references in the book. Again, the photography is just stunning! What a great way to introduce

Egypt to kids! I have homeschooled my kids for a couple of years, and have read about Egypt with

them. It is rare to find a book that is so colorful, and presents such great imagery. This would be a

useful source for my kids to refer to. We have never been to Egypt, and probably will never go, so

this is the only way for us to see everything - looking at photographs and videos. I have found that

homeschool curriculum programs don't necessarily give you a lot of exposure to books of sources

like this, and the qulity of imagery is not necessarily the best there, so, as a result, your child will not

truly grasp the magnificence of what you are teaching them, which is unfortunate. This book can

help a lot! I recommend it for homeschoolers, really even younger ones, to create that effect for

them of what Egypt is about, and how stunning this civilization was in the ancient world.I have read

this book for free as it was available free of charge.

Another Baby Professor book with vivid pictures. There are about 200 books in this ebook series

that are offered in the kindle store for either free or for .99Ã‚Â¢. You can't really go wrong with the

books offered for free. There is a variety of subjects covered and most of the books follow about the

same format. You can take a peek inside the books by clicking "Look Inside" and this is pretty much

what you get in each book.It seems the format for this book and most of the Baby Professor books

have a picture with a paragraph and facts on the page. Then the next page is just a photo. It would



be nice if they had another paragraph on that page as well. But again, since many are free it's hard

to complain. But overall, I do like this book and most of the others too for the awesome photos. The

facts presented are nice but it would be better if the books went into more detail. Again they are very

basic books that I hope will get my kids interested in finding more about each subject.I plan on

keeping these books on my iPad for down time for my kids when they get bored waiting different

places like the doctors office or practice for a sibling. I sometimes entertain a friends 3 year old

daughter who loves to look through pictures on my phone. Next time we are together I plan on

getting these books out and I can't wait to see which books she picks out.***** I received this ebook

for free for my honest review. *****

This is an excellent ebook for 3rd graders! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to

incorporate this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole

class and then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.
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